[The aging of the brain: relationship of difference between left and right cerebral hemisphere potential and motor asymmetry of mice].
Difference between left and right cerebral hemisphere potential (mV) is biophysical reflection of brain asymmetry. Cymbate changes of constant potential run during the life in both hemisphere of brain of mice. Number turning on the right of 10 attempt in T maze is a quantitative criteria of functional motor asymmetry. Manifest right asymmetry of behavior of mice observe only from 12 to 17 month old. Ambylateral behavior is character to animals younger and older this period. Thus, as difference between left and right cerebral hemisphere potential both motor asymmetry have nonlinear change with age. Coefficient of correlation between this parameters equal -0.42 for young (3-7 month) mice, +0.53 for old (21-28 month) mice. But this coefficient is near zero for mice from 11 to 19 month old. Results of our research show, that quality change in brain run in middle age.